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Is the dust-to-gas ratio constant in molecular clouds?
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ABSTRACT
We perform numerical simulations of dusty, supersonic turbulence in molecular clouds. We
model 0.1, 1 and 10 μm sized dust grains at an initial dust-to-gas mass ratio of 1:100, solving
the equations of combined gas and dust dynamics where the dust is coupled to the gas through
a drag term. We show that, for 0.1 and 1 μm grains, the dust-to-gas ratio deviates by typically
10–20 per cent from the mean, since the stopping time of the dust due to the gas drag is
short compared to the dynamical time. Contrary to previous findings, we find no evidence for
orders of magnitude fluctuation in the dust-to-gas ratio for ∼0.1 μm grains. Larger, 10 μm dust
grains may have dust-to-gas ratios increased by up to an order of magnitude locally. Both small
(0.1 μm) and large (�1 μm) grains trace the large-scale morphology of the gas; however, we
find evidence for ‘size-sorting’ of grains, where turbulence preferentially concentrates larger
grains into dense regions. Size-sorting may help to explain observations of ‘coreshine’ from
dark clouds and why extinction laws differ along lines of sight through molecular clouds in
the Milky Way compared to the diffuse interstellar medium.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The ratio of dust-to-gas mass in the Milky Way is long established
to be around 1:100 in the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM), with
1 per cent dust compared to gas (Bohlin, Savage & Drake 1978).
This ISM value is commonly adopted to infer the mass of molecular
clouds from extinction mapping (e.g. Lombardi et al. 2014), but
changes in dust properties can have dramatic consequences for
inferred cloud masses (e.g. the recalibration by Evans et al. 2009
resulted in a 40 per cent change in the resulting mass estimates).

Whether or not the ISM dust-to-gas ratio applies within molec-
ular clouds is an open question. Lines of sight through molecular
clouds are known to have anomalous extinction laws, best fitted by
models with RV = AV/E(B − V) ≈ 5 instead of the more typical RV

= 3.1 in the diffuse ISM (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 1989; Wein-
gartner & Draine 2001). This implies a change in the grain size
distribution from the typical Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck (1977)
power law (Kim, Martin & Hendry 1994), and is usually attributed
to grain growth (e.g. Chapman et al. 2009). The distribution of grain
sizes in the Milky Way is peaked at a radius of ∼0.1 μm (Wein-
gartner & Draine 2001; Draine 2003) and the presence of micron
and larger sized grains is controversial. There are few constraints on
the abundances of large grains, but their presence is thought to ex-
plain the ‘core shine’ effect seen in mid-infrared and near-infrared
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observations of dark clouds (Pagani et al. 2010; Steinacker et al.
2010; Lefèvre et al. 2014). There also exists observational evidence
for local variations of the dust-to-gas ratio within molecular clouds.
Liseau et al. (2015) examined dust-to-gas ratios across the ρ Oph A
molecular cloud core, using N2H+ emission as a gas tracer, finding
a mean dust-to-gas ratio of ∼1.1 per cent, not far from the canonical
value, but with localised values ranging from 0.5 up to 10 per cent.

An increase in the mean grain size in dense gas may also result
from grain dynamics. Padoan et al. (2006) found the power spec-
trum of near-infrared extinction maps in Taurus was significantly
shallower than the power spectrum of the corresponding 13CO map,
suggesting intrinsic fluctuations in the dust-to-gas ratio caused by
dynamical decoupling of gas and dust. Preliminary simulations by
Padoan et al. (2006) found that turbulence could generate significant
small-scale fluctuations in the dust-to-gas ratio. More recently, Hop-
kins & Lee (2016) and Lee, Hopkins & Squire (2017) performed
simulations of small dust grains in molecular clouds, finding that
the dust-to-gas ratio could ‘exhibit dramatic fluctuations’ (orders of
magnitude), with dust filaments forming even in the absence of gas
filaments, leading to the possibility of ‘totally metal’ stars formed
in regions of extreme metallicity concentration (Hopkins 2014).

The problem with the preceding numerical studies is that
they used tracer particles to model well coupled dust. Price &
Federrath (2010) showed that tracer particles in simulations of
supersonic turbulence do not accurately capture the dynamics, pro-
ducing numerical artefacts in the form of exaggerated concentra-
tion in high-density regions and almost total absence in underdense
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regions. Furthermore, for two fluid dust and gas mixtures at high
drag (small grains), Laibe & Price (2012) proved that it is necessary
that the gas resolve the ‘stopping length’ of the grains, l ∼ csts, to
correctly predict the dust dynamics (where cs is the sound speed
and ts the dust stopping time). The smallest grain simulations of
Hopkins & Lee (2016), equivalent to our molecular clouds with
0.3 μm grains, would require 16003 gas resolution elements. If this
spatial resolution requirement is not satisfied (as it was not in their
paper), then spuriously high dust concentrations are produced as
dust particles become trapped on scales below the gas resolution
length.

In this Letter, we investigate dynamical variations of the dust-
to-gas ratio in molecular clouds caused by the finite stopping time
of the dust grains using three-dimensional numerical calculations
of dust–gas mixtures in non-self-gravitating, turbulent molecular
clouds. Importantly, we use the single fluid dust/gas model of Laibe
& Price (2014a,b) and Price & Laibe (2015), which avoids the
spatial resolution requirement of dust tracer particles or a two-fluid
method. The one-fluid equations and our numerical method are
described in Section 2. Simulation results are presented in Section 3
and discussed in Section 4. We summarize in Section 5.

2 SIMULATION D ETAILS

2.1 Dust physics

We model the dust/gas fluid mixture as a single fluid, with each
element of fluid representing a combination of dust and gas (Laibe
& Price 2014a,b; Price & Laibe 2015). We solve the equations

dρ

dt
= −ρ(∇ · v), (1)

dv

dt
= −∇Pg

ρ
, (2)

dε

dt
= − 1

ρ
∇ · (εts∇Pg), (3)

where d/dt ≡ ∂/∂t + v · ∇ is the material derivative, Pg is the
thermodynamic gas pressure, ρ is the sum of gas and dust densities,
ρ = ρg + ρd, where subscripts g and d represent the gas and dust,
respectively, and ε ≡ ρd/ρ is the dust fraction. The mixture moves
at the barycentric velocity

v = ρgvg + ρdvd

ρg + ρd
. (4)

Gas and dust densities may be obtained according to ρg = (1 − ε)ρ
and ρd = ερ. This means the dust-to-gas ratio may be expressed
solely in terms of the dust fraction as ρd/ρg = ε/(1 − ε). Finally,
we adopt an isothermal equation of state

P = c2
s ρg = c2

s (1 − ε)ρ, (5)

where the back reaction of the dust on the gas modifies the sound
speed in the dust/gas mixture according to c̃s = cs(1 + ρd/ρg)−1/2.

Equations (1)–(3) make use of the ‘terminal velocity approxima-
tion’. This is valid when the stopping time of dust grains is short
compared to the dynamical time, occurring when the drag coeffi-
cient is large, i.e. when dust grains are small. We assume an Epstein
drag prescription, appropriate for small grains. Assuming compact,
spherical dust grains, the dust stopping time is

ts = ρgrainsgrain

(ρd + ρg)cs

√
πγ

8
, (6)

where ρgrain is the intrinsic density of the dust grains, sgrain is the
dust grain size, cs is the speed of sound and γ is the adiabatic index.
Expressed in a manner appropriate for molecular clouds, this is

ts = 3 × 103 yr

(
ρgrain

3 g cm−3

) (
sgrain

0.1 μm

)

×
(

cs

0.2 km s−1

)−1 (
ρ

10−20 g cm−3

)−1

. (7)

This time-scale is shorter than the dynamical time for all grain sizes
we consider, with the terminal velocity approximation becoming
marginal only in the lowest density gas for our largest grain size
(10 μm).

2.2 Numerical method

We use the PHANTOM smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code
(Price et al. 2017). Dust is modelled using the ‘one-fluid’ method of
Laibe & Price (2014a,b) and Price & Laibe (2015), which is accurate
and explicit for small dust grains (high drag) in the terminal veloc-
ity approximation. Our dust scheme exactly conserves gas, dust and
total mass, along with linear momentum, angular momentum and
energy to the accuracy of the time stepping. The scheme has been
extensively benchmarked against the analytic solutions for linear
waves and dusty shocks (Laibe & Price 2012, 2014b). Furthermore,
both the one- and two-fluid dust algorithms in PHANTOM have been
previously used to simulate dust in protoplanetary discs (e.g. Dip-
ierro et al. 2015; Ragusa et al. 2017). We have also used PHANTOM for
previous studies of supersonic turbulence in both hydrodynamics
and magnetohydrodynamics, including quantitative comparisons to
results obtained with the grid-based code FLASH (Price & Federrath
2010; Tricco, Price & Federrath 2016). Price et al. (2017) give full
details of the dust–gas algorithm, turbulence driving routine (Fed-
errath et al. 2010) and SPH algorithms in PHANTOM. This is the first
application of our one-fluid dust algorithm to molecular clouds.

2.3 Initial conditions

We assume a uniform, periodic box x, y, z ∈ [0, L] with L =
3 pc per side, adopting an isothermal sound speed cs = 0.2 km s−1

corresponding to a temperature of ≈11.5 K. The mean total density
(gas plus dust) is ρ0 = 10−20 g cm−3. For these calculations, the
maximum density produced by the turbulence is ≈10−17 g cm−3, so
it is reasonable to assume the gas remains isothermal. We neglect
the self-gravity of the mixture. Turbulence is initiated and sustained
at rms velocity Mach 10 (M = 10), with a corresponding turbulent
crossing time of τ = L/(2Mcs) ≈ 0.733 Myr. Dusty shocks at this
Mach number are expected to be of ‘J-type’, with a sharp jump in
the gas properties (Lehmann & Wardle 2016). Dust properties also
undergo a sharp jump since the stopping length is short. We evolve
the calculations for 20 dynamical times or about 14.66 Myr. This
may be longer than expected lifetimes for molecular clouds, but is
necessary to ensure statistically meaningful results.

We set the initial dust fraction assuming an initial dust-to-gas
mass ratio of 1 per cent everywhere. We assume an intrinsic density
of 3 g cm−3 for the dust grains, representing a combination of
carbonaceous (2.2 g cm−3) and silicate grains (3.5 g cm−3) (Draine
2003). Simulations were performed with 0.1, 1 and 10 μm sized
grains, with a separate simulation for each grain size.
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Figure 1. Column density of gas (top row) and dust (centre row) and the dust-to-gas ratio (bottom row) for 0.1, 1 and 10 µm dust grains (left to right) at
t/tc = 4 (≈2.93 Myr). The large-scale structure of the dust traces the gas in all cases. For 0.1 µm grains, there is no discernible difference between the gas
column density and the column dust density. Large, 10 µm grains (right) show a preferential concentration towards dense regions.

3 R ESULTS

3.1 Column densities

Fig. 1 compares the gas and dust column densities and the column
dust-to-gas ratio. For 0.1 μm dust grains (left column), the differ-
ence between column gas and dust density is imperceptible. For 1
μm grains, small differences are visible in the low-density regions
(middle column), but the overall morphology of the dust and gas
column densities are similar. By contrast, the dust column density
for 10 μm grains shows distinct differences from the gas column
density in both low- and high-density regions (right column), re-
flected in small-scale variations in the dust-to-gas ratio (bottom right
panel). However, even for the largest grain size we simulated (10
μm), the morphology of the dust and gas column densities remain
closely correlated and dust column density remains an excellent
tracer of the gas.

3.2 Size-sorting of dust grains

Fig. 2 shows cross-sections of the gas and dust densities in the
mid-plane of our computational domain. The gas density structure
is similar between the 0.1, 1 and 10 μm dust grain calculations (top
panels). For 0.1 μm grains (left column), the dust density closely
matches the gas density, as reflected by the nearly uniform dust-
to-gas ratio in Fig. 1. For 1 μm grains (centre panels), low-density
regions appear diminished in dust compared to the gas. This effect
is more pronounced for 10 μm grains (right-hand panels). In this
case, dust filaments remain correlated with gas filaments, but are
thinner, with a sharper contrast between the low- and high-dust
density regions (also seen in Fig. 1) and with dust concentrated
towards the dense gas filaments. The dust-to-gas ratio is increased
by up to an order of magnitude within the filaments.

Fig. 3 shows the probability density functions (PDFs) of the gas
and dust densities. The gas density PDF is log-normal, characteristic
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Figure 2. Turbulent ‘size-sorting’ of dust grains. We show cross-sections of the gas (top) and dust (bottom) density for 0.1, 1 and 10 µm dust grains (left to
right) at t/tc = 4 (≈2.93 Myr). For small dust grains (0.1 µm), the dust almost perfectly traces the gas. As the dust grain size increases, the dust still traces the
morphology of the gas filaments, but becomes preferentially concentrated in dense regions.

Figure 3. Time-averaged volume weighted PDFs of ln (ρg/ρ0) and
ln (ρd/ρ0). Shaded regions represent the standard deviation of the time
averaging. The gas density is log-normal. Small, 0.1 µm dust grains show a
log-normal PDF, mirroring the gas. Larger grains show a skewed distribu-
tion, with regions of both low- and high-dust densities being more common,
indicating the preferential concentration of large grains into dense regions.

of supersonic, isothermal turbulence (e.g. Vazquez-Semadeni 1994;
Passot & Vázquez-Semadeni 1998), and is similar for all three grain
sizes, indicating that the gas density PDF is not significantly affected
by the backreaction of the grains on the gas.

The dust density PDF – shifted towards lower densities by the
mean dust-to-gas ratio – is also log-normal for 0.1 μm dust grains.
This is expected since the dust remains tightly coupled to the gas (see
Figs 1 and 2). For 1 and 10 μm grains, the high-density tail of the
dust PDF remains log-normal, matching the gas density. However,
the low-density tail broadens as the grain size increases due to the
dependence of ts on gas density. The stopping time increases in
low-density gas, allowing large grains to decouple, but decreases
within dense filaments, trapping dust. This leads to transfer of large
grains from low-density gas into filaments (size-sorting), causing
the broadening of the PDF as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4. Time-averaged volume weighted PDFs of the dust-to-gas ratio.
The dust-to-gas ratio for all grain sizes is peaked at 1 per cent. Minimal
variation in the dust-to-gas ratio occurs for 0.1 µm grains, but the PDFs
broaden with increasing grain size caused by size-sorting of large grains,
meaning larger volumes of the cloud are either dust enriched or dust depleted.

3.3 Variations in the dust-to-gas ratio

Fig. 4 shows PDFs of the dust-to-gas ratio. For 0.1 μm grains, the
dust-to-gas ratio is sharply peaked at 1 per cent. The maximum in
the PDF for 1 and 10 μm dust grains remains close to 1 per cent,
but with a modest increase in higher dust-to-gas ratios and a broad
distribution of low dust-to-gas ratios. This occurs due to the size-
sorting of dust grains discussed previously.

Table 1 quantifies the volumetric mean dust-to-gas ratios in all
of our calculations, with deviations reflecting the 68th percentile
about the median. For 0.1 μm dust grains, the mean is 0.92 per cent,
close to the starting value of 1 per cent. The mean decreases with
increasing grain size, dropping to 0.77 per cent for 1 μm grains and
0.56 per cent for 10 μm grains. However, the deviation increases,
reflecting the broadened dust-to-gas PDF (Fig. 4). The 1283 and
2563 particle calculations converge in the mean dust-to-gas ratio.
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Table 1. Mean dust-to-gas ratio as a function of grain size and resolution.

Grain size (µm) Resolution Mean (×10−2)

0.1 643, 1283, 2563 0.95+0.0
−0.05, 0.93+0.05

−0.08, 0.92+0.08
−0.13

1 643, 1283, 2563 0.86+0.18
−0.22, 0.79+0.31

−0.37, 0.77+0.41
−0.50

10 643, 1283, 2563 0.63+0.47
−0.51, 0.55+0.57

−0.54, 0.56+0.72
−0.55

The higher resolution calculations show an increased deviation due
to the broader range of gas densities sampled, particularly at low
densities, in which large grains preferentially decouple.

4 D ISCUSSION

In our simulations, 0.1 μm dust grains remain well coupled to the
gas. This is not true for large grains (�10 μm), a consequence of
the dust stopping time (equation 7) being proportional to grain size
but inversely proportional to density. Though large grains remain
coupled to the gas in dense regions, they can dynamically decouple
in low-density regions. This leads to the preferential concentration
of large grains in dense filaments.

This size-sorting of grains may help to explain the different ex-
tinction laws observed along lines of sight that pass through molec-
ular clouds in the Milky Way. Size-sorting leads to a preferential
increase in the mean grain size in dense regions, potentially ex-
plaining extinction laws with RV � 5 (e.g. Weingartner & Draine
2001) without grain growth. Size-sorting also occurs in protoplane-
tary discs (Dullemond & Dominik 2004; Pinte et al. 2007; Pignatale
et al. 2017) and during protostellar collapse (Bate & Lorén-Aguilar
2017). Producing extinction maps from our calculations is compli-
cated by the slightly different turbulence patterns induced in the gas
by the backreaction of each grain size, meaning that direct stacking
of the dust maps is not possible. What is needed are calculations that
evolve multiple grain sizes simultaneously (Laibe & Price 2014c).

We find typical fluctuations in the dust-to-gas ratio for 0.1 μm
grains of around 10 per cent, much smaller than the orders-of-
magnitude fluctuations found by Hopkins & Lee (2016) and Lee
et al. (2017). Our one fluid dust model is designed to be accurate
at high drag, implying that such large fluctuations are a numeri-
cal artefact of using tracer particles to simulate dust (c.f. Price &
Federrath 2010; Laibe & Price 2012). Indeed, recent calculations
by Bate & Lorén-Aguilar (2017) found that dust grains �10 μm in
size closely follow the gas during the early stages of gravitational
collapse in a molecular cloud core (ρg ≈ 10−18 to 10−12 g cm−3).

The main caveat is that we have neglected magnetic fields, which
are important both for the dynamics of turbulence in molecular
clouds (e.g. Molina et al. 2012) and for dust dynamics (Yan, Lazar-
ian & Draine 2004). Neither do we account for interstellar radiation,
which may also affect grain dynamics (Whitworth & Bate 2002).

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

Does supersonic turbulence affect the dust-to-gas ratio in molecular
clouds? It depends on the grain size. Our main conclusions are:

(i) We find evidence for turbulent size-sorting of dust grains,
whereby dynamical effects lead to the preferential concentration of
large (�10 μm) grains into dense gas filaments.

(ii) Local fluctuations in the dust-to-gas ratio around the mean
were ≈10 per cent for 0.1 μm and ≈40 per cent for 10 μm grains.
Larger grains (�10 μm) allow for larger variations, with maxi-
mum local dust-to-gas ratios increased by an order of magnitude in

dense filaments. The large-scale dust column density remains well
correlated with the gas column density for all grain sizes.

(iii) Contrary to Hopkins & Lee (2016), we find that supersonic
turbulence cannot introduce orders of magnitude fluctuations in the
dust-to-gas ratio for 0.1 μm grains. We find no evidence for ‘totally
metal’ star forming cores (Hopkins 2014).
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